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Granville Road

Communal Space - Mountfield
Design Overview

Landscape Design Update
1

Communal Space
A relatively formal communal garden area which is
separated from the neighbouring car park. Purple flowers
are used in a series of formal beds. A raised section with
seats allows residents to relax and look out.
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Consultation Feedback
In the consultation we got feedback for a community
garden to replace the existing garden and suggestions for
the use of logs and the ‘Log-Ness Monster’ to replace the
one made by residents.

Key
1. ‘Log-ness Monster’
2. Boulders for sitting or playing
Grassed mound
3. Timber stepping logs
4. Tree log
5. Bench seating
6. Multi-stem trees in ornamental
planting
7. Lawn areas bounded by ornamental shrubs
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Community
Planting Beds

Imagination Play
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Based around the theme of ‘imagination’, the space that
features mounded landforms that facilitates physical
movement for children of all ages and abilities. As part of
the landscape large seating rocks and timber structures
allow climbing and jumping.
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Planting Feedback:
• Inclusion of raised community garden beds.
• What flowers and plants would you like? Hot & spicy coriander, Lemon balm,
Curry plant, Chocolate mint, Ginger mint
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Communal Space - Granville Point
Design Overview

Landscape Design Update
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Communal Space

Water point (near - next to
the recycling bin)

Granville communal garden space is situated behind the block
and incorporates primarily white flowers that are suitable to
a damp landscape. It takes the form of hedge-lined green
spaces with planted borders with textured play designed in .
Then a central path to the car park. The space acts as a partial
filter to the car park though still allowing natural surveillance to
cars.
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Consultation Feedback
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Feedback for Granville Point was orientated around improving
the community garden such as providing fruit trees.
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Sensory Play

Community
Planting Beds

This play space is themed as a sensory garden, designed to
engage the senses and facilitate inclusive play. A sensory
path, sound tubes and window planters create a fun interactive
space for all ages. Natural play is also provided through balance
ropes, stepping logs and tree logs to provide more active play.
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Key
1. Hand Made Places ‘Window Planters’
2. Sensory path
3. Stepping logs
4. Playdale ‘Loudspeaker’ sound tubes for play
5. Playdale ‘Zig-Zag Rope’
6. Protruding granite setts surface for balancing/textural change
7. Tree log for playing on
8. Bench seating
9. Multi-stem trees in ornamental planting
10. Lawn areas bounded by ornamental shrubs

Planting Feedback
• Inclusion of community garden beds
• Herbs to include in the garden:
- Rosemary
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Communal Space - Templewood Point
Design Overview

Landscape Design Update

Communal Space

1

Templewood communal garden space takes the form of hedge-lined
green spaces with planted borders and formal beds along the edge of
a central path to the car park. The space acts as a partial filter to the
car park though still allowing natural surveillance to cars. The car park
behind consists of perpendicular bays within bituminous aggregate
surfacing, with frequent ‘islands’ for tree planting.
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More space was requested to allow for summer barbecues and for
children to run around. Suggestions were made to extend the play
through the green area.

5

Movement Play
Based around the theme of movement the play space is ringed by
silver birch trees and edible strawberry planting framing an open lawn
which allows space for children to run and play. Stepping logs, tree
trunks and balance beams create a trail along the planting to reconnect
children with nature. A spinning disc is used as a feature play element
which was a favourite choice in the consultation.
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Key
1. Timber balance beams and stepping logs through low planting
2. Painted stepping logs
3. Tree trunk
4. Spinning play disc
5. Bench seating
6. Multistem trees lawn
7. Lawn areas bounded by ornamental shrubs
8. Combined substation and pram shed outbuilding with wildflower roof
9. Recycling

Planting Feedback
• Liked plants: Convallaria majalis ‘ Lily of the valley’
• Herbs to include in the planting plan:
- Rosemary - Rosmarinus officinalis
- English lavender - Lavandula angustifolia

Communal Space - Harpenmead Point
Design Overview

1

Landscape Design Update

Water point

Communal Space
Situated to the side of the existing tower block, the green space
incorporates a silver, pink, purple and white colour scheme
in its blooms, and foliage. A grassy depression spanned by
natural timbers creates a swale with natural play value, whilst
grasses and a weeping willow help add a sense of movement.
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During the consultation feedback for mounds and dips was
supported for the play space.

Wild Play

7

This play space is themed ‘Wild Play’ with the use of and
contouring and natural play to promote active play. A natural
play trail of boulders, stepping logs, a rope ladder and jumping
sleepers run up and down the grassed mounds and dips.
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Swale and jumping sleepers for play
Hand Made Places ‘Rope ladder’
Grass mounding
Seating and play rocks
Stepping logs
Bench seating
Multi-stem trees in ornamental planting
Ornamental grasses

Planting Feedback
• Liked plants: Choisya, Amelanchier, Cherry tree
• Suggested plants to be included in the planting plan:
snowdrops, daffodil, snakehead frittillity.
• A raised community planting bed introduced:
Flowers were preferred to edibles at the workshop
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Communal Space - Nant Court
Design Overview

Landscape Design Update

Communal Space

1

Sited to the side of Nant court, the space is formal in nature
with rolling lawns and semi-ornamental borders. The space
incorporates the colour pink in its blooms including roses. The
car park consists of perpendicular bays within bituminous
aggregate surfacing, with frequent ‘islands’ for tree planting.

Key
1. Timber play eco-maze
2. Hand Made Places engraved timber ‘Block Seats’
3. Communal amenity space
4. Buffer planting / trees
5. Pram shed - wildlflower green roof
6. Cycle stands

Formal Play
This garden will have a more formal play space using geometric
forms with a naturalistic theme. Timber blocks with native
animal footprints engraved will be used for seating and play.
A feature ‘Eco-Maze’ compromised of stepping logs, sleepers
and timber platforms at varying heights will provide a range
of play experiences including balancing, jumping, chasing and
imagination and educational play.
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Relocating existing bike-stores
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Current location of bike store units
Proposed location within the new design
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